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The exhibition takes as its impetus the first part of Italo Calvino’s unfinished lecture series Six 
Memos for the Next Millennium. Published after his death the lectures set out six ideas that Calvino 
regarded as central to literature: lightness, quickness, exactitude, visibility, multiplicity, and the 
final unwritten consistency.  

The exhibition looks to the chapter on lightness, taking this as a starting point with which to bring 
together a selection of artworks. The exhibition offers neither commentary on, nor explanation of 
the text, preferring instead to respond in a manner that is closer in nature to Calvino’s prose and 
subject; weaving through, echoing and mirroring the subject in fragments whilst never referring to it 
directly. It is a nature that Cynthia Ozick describes as ‘setting aside both questions and answers for 
the sake of brilliant clues and riddling intuitions.’  

In the lecture Calvino writes of his attempts to ‘remove weight from the structure of stories and 
from language’, this is a guiding idea that underpins the exhibition. 

                                                                                                 ------------------------ 

La exposición toma como punto de partida la primera parte de la serie inacabada de conferencias 
de Italo Calvino de su libro Seis Propuestas para el Próximo Milenio. Publicada tras su muerte, las 
conferencias exponen seis ideas que Calvino consideraba indispensables para la literatura: 
ligereza, rapidez, exactitud,  visibilidad, multiplicidad y finalmente consistencia, que quedó 
inacabada.  

La exposición se centra en la primera parte de la serie: ‘la ligereza’, tomándola  como referencia 
para la selección de un conjunto  de obras. La exposición no desea hacer un comentario o explicar el 
texto, sino que intenta contestar de una forma estructural, semejante a la naturaleza de la 
escritura de Calvino, y así se construye en torno al texto de Calvino, dando voz y reflejando 
fragmentos del mismo, pero nunca haciendo referencia a él directamente. Una naturaleza que 
según Cynthia Ozick ‘deja de lado preguntas y respuestas, para dar  paso a referencias brillantes y 
adivinanzas intuidas’.  

En esta conferencia Calvino habla de su intención de ‘quitar peso a la estructura de los cuentos y 
del lenguaje’, es la idea central que sostiene la exposición. 

 
 
 



	  

 
 
Artists participating in the exhibition: 
 
 
Laura Buckley (b.1977, Galway, Ireland. Lives and works in London, UK).  
Laura Buckley works with audio, video and sculptural assemblage, her pieces often taking the form of 
expanded installations. In her Moving Image series Buckley moves and manipulates various objects on a 
scanner bed as the image is being scanned. Buckley reacts intuitively to the objects and the end result is an 
image of movement, unpredictable and made without extensive planning. Bismuth Shield Darker uses a 
piece of bismuth, a metal that when heated forms a complex, maze like pattern which is again unique and 
unpredictable. 
Recent exhibitions include: Fata Morgana at Cell Project Space, London; The Mean Reds at Supplement, 
London; The Dissolution of Time and Space at Kunstverein Ludwigsburg, Germany; S.A.G.S at The Woodmill, 
London 
 
 
Marcius Galan (b. 1972, Indianopolis, USA. Lives and works in Sao Paulo, Brazil).   
Marcius Galan explores the way that materials are commonly perceived in the world. Previous works have 
included a painting of a piece of wood on a piece of wood – the viewer sees something that lies between the 
representation of the object and the object itself. In his series Isolante, shown here, what appears at first as 
a rubber band, a light and malleable material, is in fact yellow painted iron.  
Recent exhibitions include: Galeria Luisa Strina, Sao Paulo; 29th Sao Paulo Biennial; 8th Mercosul Biennial; 
Cisneros Fontanals Art Foundation 2011 Grants Program, Miami, EUA 
 
 
João Maria Gusmão (b. 1979, Lisbon, Portugal) and Pedro Paiva(b. 1977, Lisbon, Portugal). Gusmão and 
Paiva work across a variety of media including 16mm film, installation, photography and sculpture. Much of 
their work has a strong relationship with experimental philosophy and literature, often using theoretical 
studies to create works. The works however exist independently thereafter, having a variety of readings that 
often use elements of humor and the absurd in their explanations of reality. 

The photograph in the exhibition is titled Clepsidra, the Greek word for water clock, the oldest known 
method of measuring time. The elements of earth and water are visible together with concepts of fall, 
fluctuation, vertigo and time. 
Recent exhibitions include: On the Movement of the Fried Egg and Other Astronomical Bodies at Ikon Gallery, 
Birmingham; Since you have eaten the horse, you can travel to Rome on a donkey: on dwarf philosophy at 
Kunstnernes Hus, Oslo; Analogy, the description of the world at Galleria Zero, Milan; 53nd International Art 
Exhibition Venice Biennale, Portuguese Pavillion, Venice 
 
 
Ann Veronica Janssens (b. 1956, Folkstone, UK. Lives and works in Brussels, Belgium). 
Ann Veronica Janssen’s work often takes perception as its subject. In Perfect Blue a tank filled with paraffin 
produces an enigmatically mirrored object that causes a layer of colour to seemingly float in its centre. 
Recent exhibitions include: Manifesta 8, Antigua Oficina de Correos y Telégrafos, Murcia, Spain; Serendipity 
at Wiels, Brussels, Belgium; Dans la poussière du soleil at Château des Adhemar, Montélimar, France; Galerie 
Micheline Szwajcer, Antwerp, Belgium; unExhibit at Generali Foundation, Vienna, Austria 
 
 
 
 
 



	  

Maria Loboda (b. 1979, Krakow, Poland. Lives and works in London, UK).  
The totality of everything that exists is a wall painting that fills the entire gallery. The walls become a specific 
shade of white, hexadecimal RGB-Value #FF8E, a colour which scientists have postulated from the spectral 
analysis of star galaxies is the average colour of the universe. In The Sound of a Jade Figurine Falling onto a 
Chondzoresk Rug a short gnomic statement (the title of the work) alludes to a specific moment and sound 
which the viewer is left to imagine.  
Recent exhibitions include: Based in Berlin at Hamburger Bahnhof, Berlin; Dynamite Winter Palace at Galerie 
Schleicher + Lange, Paris; In the Autumn the electricity with draws into the earth again and rests at Krome 
Gallery, Berlin.  
 
 
Navid Nuur (b.1976, Teheran, Iran. Lives and works in The Hague, The Netherlands).  
Navid Nuur’s recent work explores relationships between objects and light. He is interested in moments of 
interaction with his works, with ideas of approach and of appearance.  
Recent exhibitions include: Hocus Focus at Matadero, Madrid; CONDUCTORCONDUCTOR at, Plan-B, Berlin; 'POST 
PARALLELISM' at Kunst Halle Sankt Gallen, st. Gallen; Un paisaje holandés / A Dutch Landscap at La Casa 
Encendida, Madrid;  
 
 
Goran Petercol  (b.1949, Pula, Croatia. Lives and works in Zagreb, Croatia). 
Goran Petercol’s drawings are anchored in the idea of symmetry as a way of adding something whilst 
simultaneously adding nothing. Made using a glass the drawings represent both the limits of the form as well 
as the negative space in and around the object. This negative space is also explored in the sculptures, which 
use light and wire to create a composition of shadows on the wall. 
Recent exhibitions include: Who Am I, What Am I Doing Here?? at Shanaynay, Paris, France; Objects at 
Galerija Klovićevi dvori, Zagreb, Croatia; SAM (Selected Art Model), Cologne; Galerija Gregror Podnar, Berlin 
 
 
Bradley Pitts  (b. 1978, New York, USA. Lives and works in New York). 
Sunrise OR Sunset (framed search results) explores the symmetry of the end of days and end of nights; the 
beginning of nights and beginning of days. The project is based on a Google Image search for "sunrise OR 
sunset" (where the all-capital Boolean operator “OR” is used to locate images marked by either term). 
Recent exhibitions include: Sites d’Observation at Caza d’Oro, Le Mas d’Azil; False Focu at NEST, Den Haag, NL; 
The Moon is an Arrant Thief at David Roberts Art Foundation, London, UK; Observatoire at Siex Cultural Center, 
Siex  
 
 
Gonçalo Sena (b.1984, Lisbon, Portugal. Lives and works between Lisbon and Berlin). 
In Colonna in Silenzio a heavy column made of cement stands upright on a soft colourful blanket. The 
sculpture is rough and is designed in a ‘T’ shape, referencing architectural forms. The work possesses a 
sense of extreme stability, but at the same time the blanket implies a sense that it is liable to be moved at 
any point.  
Recent exhibitions include: Due linee in un lago + Colonna in Silenzi at Galleria Enrico Fornello, Milano; En La 
Cuerda Floja/On The Razor's Edge at Galería Heinrich Ehrhardt, Madrid; Naquilo que se ergue, advém a terra 
como o que dá guarida at Baginski Galeria/Projectos, Lisbon. 
 
 

 


